Operational Working Group Meeting
28 May 2020

Action Points:
1. Follow up on coordination gaps in Eastern Equatoria State (Cluster to engage with ADRA, NCA and
MACDA).
2. SFPs to share notes to cluster on COVID-19 related activities.
3. Cluster to follow up with Pipeline on items delivery to Makak.
4. SFP to keep eye on contextual state update.
5. Cluster to head up on Flood response plan and seek inputs from SFP.
6. SFP to strongly engage static partners on responses during this movement restriction.
7. IRNA ASSESSMENT for Uror to be share by cluster and SFP to coordinate report in in Uror.

Meeting Minutes
1. Key Context Update
 Movement restriction due to COVID-19
 Risk of flood in several states as South Sudan entering the rainy season. The government urges
the citizen residing near the Nile River to move further inland to protect themselves from the
flood. Flood prevention measure is needed as well as to raise the public awareness.
2. S/NFI Operations
(Please refer to the revised operational timeline map)
Abyei Administrative Area


Shelter construction and distribution of NFI is completed in Abuthok by IOM.

Central Equatoria






CIDO in Nyori Payam: Need analysis is completed, pipeline request is approved by the cluster.
Team are on the ground ready for distribution of the NFI.
Assessment in Lemon Gaba in Juba is completed, pipeline request it submitted.
New displacement in Lainya County, IDPs sheltering 3 locations are in needs of S-NFI assistance.
The SFP in Central Equatoria calling the mobile response team to assist. – NRC planning to
conduct assessment in lainya.
Road transport to Terekeka, Lainya and Kajokeji. => currently pipeline cannot move items to
Terekeka, Lainya and Kajokeji by road until scheduled convoy to go to those areas.

Eastern Equatoria
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DRC: The NFI distribution in Magwi expected to be completed by the end of this month.
Distribution taking longer as partners implement the COVID-19 prevention measure.
Coordination gaps in Eastern Equatoria State.
o ADRA currently have static presence in Kapoeta and Torit, running FSL and Education
programme.
o NCA have static presence in Lapon running WASH programme.
o Action Point: Cluster to have separate discussion with partners working in EES to hold the
coordination roles.

Jonglei




Update: CIDO has completed the PDM in Nyuwak.
Response in Nyirol County: Pading is covered by TADO and RAO, Pultuk covered by TADO and
PAH, Chuil covered by NRC and Waat to be covered by ADA and PAD.
Update: TADI planning to conduct PDM in Pultruk, Pading and Walgak. Currently the team is
observing the security situation and UNHASS flight schedule. Currently there is no UNHAS
regular flight to Nyirol county.

Unity






There are ongoing distribution of plastic sheeting in Bentiu and Rubkona Town conducted by
CWW. The distributed items are from CWW stock.
WVI: planned response in Panyijar are currently on hold.
There are rapid assessment planned in Mayendit and Leer County. Details to be shared.
HRSS: there is inter-communal clash reported in Mayendit South. => Details to be shared. in
HRSS: Distribution of NFI is completed in Mayendit County targeting the PSN. Item distributed
per household: one plastic sheet, one blanket, one mosquito net, one sleeping mat, 3 bars of
soap.

Upper Nile






PDM completed in Nasir County by ADA and TADO.
PDM completed in in following locations Nyangore, Barmach, Wechlitda, Ruplet, Toaloari,
Wathjak, Rupbuot, Nyarkueth, Ying, Riang and wechdeng in Ulang County by TADO
Distribution in Melut is completed by SSUDA. SSUDA experiencing challenges on the planned
response in Makak as the items is not yet arrived. => Latest info from Logs cluster, the items are
being loaded to the barge and will be transported via river to Nasir.
NFI distribution in Ulang, Nasir and Maiwut done by UNHCR specifically for the PSN. Ulang: 500
families, Nasir: 500 families, and Maiwut: 500 families.

Warrap



IRNA completed in Tonj South and Tonj East. The report has been shared with the cluster.
Cluster to share the report with partners who are planning to respond in those areas.
There is ongoing need analysis in Gogrial East covering following locations: Nyang centre,
Malual-adoor, Malualkuel and Mayen Jur conducted by NCA and WVI.
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WBeG







IOM has completed the construction of 20 communal shelter in Hai Masna for the new influx
from Jur River. The camp management is currently doing the shelter allocation. Registration will
be conducted with the DTM using biometric system.
Shelter decongestion in Wau PoC?
Ongoing care and maintenance in the PoC
Partners are planning to respond the needs of 1,838 households in Mapel next week. This will
be 3 days mission.
IOM completed the construction of case management centre in Muktaah PHCC as well add
adding the partition in to the existing building as part of the COVID-19 response.
Action point: SFP to share notes highlighting the activities done in Wau related to COVID-19
response.

Western Equatoria




Coordination on moving items to Mvolo from Mundri.
There are new fighting reported between NAS and the Govt. forces, create new displacement in
Mundri. There is no figures of displacement confirmed.
Maridi: Fighting in Mambe area, IRNA has completed. IOM planning to go to conduct in depth
assessment.

Northern Barh el Ghazal


No further update

3. AoB
 The COVID-19 test certificate is no longer required for field mission. Authority considering 14
day self-quarantine before travelling. => Question remain on how partners can proof the 14
days self-quarantine as the local authority might asking on this.
 Anticipating the new flood as SS entering the rainy season.
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